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The word legend is thrown around all too readily these days, but there can be

ALL-TIME GREATS

no doubt that the NBA players featured in this bookazine are the very best to
have ever graced a basketball court. They are true legends of the game.
Spanning the decades and covering all the league’s most iconic eras, we uncover
the fascinating stories and incredible accomplishments of the greatest basketball
L E G E N D S

players of all time, from the game’s first superstars, Wilt Chamberlain, Bill Russell
and Jerry West, to the modern-day greats of the late Kobe Bryant, LeBron James
and Kevin Garnett. There are also in-depth features on Lakers legends Magic
Johnson, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Shaquille O’Neal, as well as Celtics great Larry
Bird, while we also explore 23 reasons why Michael Jordan is the greatest of all time.
It’s not just about great players, though. Without great coaches there would be no
great players, legendary teams or memorable matchups. That’s why we also run
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down the ten most successful and in uential coaches from NBA history, look back
at the ten greatest championshipwinning teams and relive ten of the best games
of all time. We kick things off with a collection of the 50 most iconic NBA players
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the world has ever seen. Enjoy!
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• Basketball as a sport is played in every counrty in the world and the NBA is its
biggest league.
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• Features the greatest Basketball players of all time including: Magic Johnson,
Shaquille O’Neal & Larry Bird.
• Why Michael Jordan is the greatest of all time.
• The 10 most influential coaches in the history of the game
• Features the greatest championship winning teams
• The 50 most iconic NBA players the world has ever seen.
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haquille O’Neal is enormous in every
way. Standing at 7-feet 1-inch and
weighing 325lbs, the four-time NBA
champion was one of the most physically
dominant basketball players who ever lived.
His sheer physical gifts were not the only
reason for his success, as is sometimes
suggested – but his overwhelming
physicality was impossible to ignore.
But he also boasted one of the biggest
personalities the game has ever seen. In
many ways, he set the template for modern
sportsmen as builders of personal ‘brands’ off
the court.
He acted in movies, recorded four albums and
has starred in countless television programmes.
The man known simply by the mononym ‘Shaq’,
was also a favourite of basketball beat writers
looking for a snappy quote.
Upon his retirement, in 2011, many of those
same journalists said the lasting impression they
had of O’Neal was of a fun-loving showman. This
was in sharp contrast to the public image of his
one-time teammate and nemesis, Kobe Bryant,
who was all business, on and off the court.
ESPN’s Michael Wilbon wrote that it was the
“fun and games” he associated most with Shaq,
while Mark Heisler of the Los Angeles Times
described O’Neal as “the giant who kept the NBA
laughing”, adding that he “gave us 19 years of
tons of fun”.
His shooting from the free-throw line was
comically bad at times. With averages from the
foul line hovering around 75 per cent, Shaq’s
career percentage of 52.7 per cent did little to
dispel his image as something of a joker. But for
all that bluster and outward charisma, it is quite

The dunking ban was never going to deter the
hard-working and innovative Alcindor, so it was
also during his college career that he developed
his signature move – the skyhook. Almost more
diﬃcult to defend against than the banned slam
dunk, Alcindor’s technique of getting his body
between his marker and the ball, extending
his arm skywards and flipping the ball over
despairing arms into the net brought even higher
levels of fame, notoriety and success.
After an incredibly impressive college career, in
which he was named Player of the Year in 1967
and 1969, Alcindor was the number one draft
in 1969 – going to the Milwaukee Bucks, who
had won first pick on quite possibly one of the
most valuable coin tosses in history. Alcindor
led the team to second place in the division,
eventually losing out to the New York Knicks in
the Conference Finals. Alcindor may not have got
a championship ring in his debut season but the
personal accolades continued to flow. He earned
a place on the All-Star team and was named
Rookie of the Year for topping the points scoring
charts with 2,361.
However, Alcindor didn’t have to wait long for
that illustrious piece of basketball jewellery to
adorn his finger. The very next season Alcindor
was a man possessed as the Bucks topped
the division, eased through the playoffs and
75
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sportsperson can achieve legendary
status in a number of ways. They
can top the statistics tables,
demonstrating their talent. They can win
trophies, proving their worth in a topquality team. They can be an innovator,
taking the game to a new level. They can be
a trailblazer outside the sport, forging a new
path for others to follow in their wake. Most
great sportspeople fit into a couple of these
categories. However, it takes a special kind
of star, a special kind of talent, a special kind
of person to not only fit into all of them,
but to be one of the elite in every single
category. But, in Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, the
world found such a person.
Abdul-Jabbar was born Ferdinand Lewis
Alcindor Jr on 16 April 1947 in New York. From
school age, his almost freakish height marked
him out as a future basketball star.
He joined UCLA Bruins and led them to an
unprecedented – though predicted – period of
success, at one point going on a 47-game winning
streak. In fact, Alcindor was so dominant that,
in 1967, the NCAA banned the slam dunk. The
ruling would become known as the ‘Lew Alcindor
rule’, as it was believed to have been brought in
to counteract the near-impossibility of defending
against the 7-foot 2-inch center.

MICHAEL JORDAN

THE PEAK OF
SHAQ’S POWER

CLINCHING RING
NUMBER SIX WITH THE
CHICAGO BULLS
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easy sometimes to forget how large a shadow
he cast over the rest of the NBA in his prime.
For a time, after the retirement of Michael
Jordan and before the peaks of Kobe Bryant and
LeBron James, Shaq was both the best and the
most important basketball player in the world.
He was the central piece in the Los Angeles
Lakers team that won three consecutive NBA
championships, winning Finals MVP awards in
each of the years and taking the league MVP
prize in the 1999–2000 season.
His prime years may not have lasted all that
long. But if an NBA star is judged on the peaks
he reaches – rather than his longevity – then
O’Neal has a strong claim to be one of the best
centers to have played the game. Perhaps,
even, he was the second greatest ever, behind
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. Shaq’s claim to greatness
is boosted by the fact that he was the most
dominant center at a time when big men
reigned supreme.
Over his career, which spanned between
1992 and 2011, O’Neal faced off against Yao
Ming, Patrick Ewing, Hakeem Olajuwon, Dikembe
Mutombo and David Robinson – and was better
than all of them. He was also deceptively skilled
for a ball player of his size. At his physical peak,
he was known to hit jump shots and spin moves.
But it was his sheer size and power which set
Shaq apart from all others. The league even
had to design new, backboards after he pulled
two down on slam dunks during his 1992–93
rookie season.
Born in 1972 in Newark, New Jersey, O’Neal
spent part of his childhood in San Antonio,
Texas, near to where his army sergeant
stepfather was based. It was there he began

to attract national attention, both for his
remarkable height and prodigious skill on the
basketball court.
After leading Robert G Cole High School to
a 68-1 record in two years, which also saw him
claim a state championship in his senior year,
O’Neal won a place at Louisiana State University.
Shaq continued his remarkable upward
trajectory at college, where he was a two-time
All-American. In his time with the LSU Tigers,
he was also named the best college basketball
player in the country by the NCAA in 1991 –
as well as by the Associated Press. Today, a
bronze statue of O’Neal stands in front of LSU’s
basketball practice facility. That earned him the
number one spot in the 1992 NBA draft, where
he was chosen by the Orlando Magic above

“The man known simply by the mononym
‘Shaq’, was also a favourite of basketball beat
writers looking for a snappy quote”
future Hall of Famer Alonzo Mourning, as well as
All-Stars Christian Laettner and Tom Gugliotta.
He made an instant impact, becoming the first
player to win the Player of the Week award in his
first week in the league. Averaging 23.4 points a
game on an astonishing 56.2 per cent shooting
and 13.9 rebounds per game, O’Neal took home
the Rookie of the Year award. On the way, he
helped the Magic improve their record by 20
games in just one season.
He went from strength to strength the
following year, pushing his points per game
average up to 29.4. Paired with rookie Penny
Hardaway, Shaq got Orlando up to a remarkable
50 wins. It was the first time that the franchise,
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founded in 1989, had made the playoffs where
they were eliminated in the first round by the
Indiana Pacers. He led the league in scoring in
his third year, finishing second in MVP voting.
Heading back to the playoffs with a 57-25 record,
O’Neal took the team all the way to the 1995
NBA Finals. The fairytale run saw the Magic beat
the Boston Celtics by three games to one, before
eliminating the Chicago Bulls and the Pacers in
six and seven games respectively.
It was not to be a dream ending for O’Neal,
however. Series MVP Hakeem Olajuwon had an
inspired series and, paired with fellow future Hall
of Famer Clyde Drexler, led the Houston Rockets
to a 4-0 sweep of Orlando.

haquille O’Neal delivered one of the
most dominant displays in recent
sporting history on 6 March 2000 – his
28th birthday.
The irrepressible center finished the
game with a career-high 61 points on
24-for-35 shooting, 23 rebounds and
three assists in the 123-103 win over the
LA Clippers. True to form, his free-throw
shooting let him down, making just 13 of
22 attempts.
Shaq was in irresistible form that night
and playing at the very height of his
powers in the dismantling of the Lakers’
crosstown rivals.
Reflecting on the game, he explained:
“A couple of my teammates said they
wanted me to get 50, so I just tried
to get the ball in a deep position, and
they looked for me. I have to thank my
teammates and coach Jackson for giving
me an opportunity to do that.”
At one stage of the game, O’Neal hit 15
straight points – rounded off with a dunk
off a feed from Kobe Bryant. He exited
the game with three minutes left.
The historic game against the Clippers
would prove to be a sign of things to
come; months later Shaq would be voted
a near-unanimous MVP and the Lakers
would win the first of three consecutive
NBA championships.
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‘THE SHOT’
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In the late 1980s, Jordan was fast
becoming the face of basketball
thanks to his speed, point-scoring power
and instant likeability.
And as the Bulls entered game ﬁve of the
Eastern Conference ﬁrst-round series on 7 May
1989 he would perform a single move that would
echo through the history of the NBA. Facing the
third-seeded Cleveland Cavaliers, who the Bulls
had struggled against in the regular season, a
tight match-up looked to be heading back to
Chicago for game six. But Jordan and company
weren’t going down without a ﬁght. As the game
drew to a close with the Cavs in the lead, Jordan
took a shot from the foul line and hit a buzzerbeating basket that would send the Bulls through.

From his incredible debut season to launching the
most iconic brand in sport, this is why Michael
Jordan is basketball
Words: Dom Reseigh-Lincoln

O
Shaq scores a layup on his way to a career-high 61 points
against the LA Clippers on 6 March 2000

pen a dictionary on either side of the Atlantic,
look up the word ‘basketball’ and you won’t find a
single word of definition – all you’ll see is a picture
of Michael Jordan soaring through the air, tongue
hanging out, awestruck opponents gazing up at him.
This is what MJ means to the sport of basketball. He’s a
living legend. A man who took one of America’s greatest
professional sports and made it a global phenomenon. Forget
the Harlem Globetrotters, Jordan became a true mainstream
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Some might argue that Jordan – and
the Bulls’ – first NBA title in 1991 was
the greatest moment of his career, but truth
be told the original championship clinch was
the inevitable end to a six-year build up that
cemented Jordan’s status as a superstar.
But a sixth title in the same decade? Now that’s
the stuﬀ of sporting legend.
That ﬁnal game, a rematch against the Utah
Jazz on 14 June 1998 was a close one. The Jazz
gave no Bulls no quarter, and with 40 seconds
left on the clock and the Bulls trailing, Jordan
would again prove his greatness. Two expert
shots later, the second from a Jordan steal, saw
the Bulls clinch the title at the buzzer. Six titles,
one decade. Jordan’s ﬁnal shot for the Bulls was a
magical moment in time.

REASONS
JORDAN IS
THE GREATEST
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STATS:
Regular Season
Points: 38,387
Rebounds: 17,440
Blocks: 3,189
Playoffs
Points: 5,762
Rebounds: 2,481
Blocks: 476
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HIGHLIGHTS:
6x NBA Champion (1971, 1980, 1982,
1985, 1987, 1988)
2x NBA Finals MVP, (1971, 1985)
6x NBA MVP, (1971, 1972, 1974,
1976, 1977, 1980)
19x NBA All-Star Team (1970-77, 1979-1989)
15x All-NBA First Team (1970-74,
1976-81, 1983-86)
5x NBA All-Defensive First Team (1974,
1975, 1979-81)
1x NBA Rookie of the Year (1970)
2x NBA scoring champion (1971, 1972)
1x NBA rebounding champion (1976)
4x NBA blocks leader (1975, 1976, 1979, 1980)

LEGENDS OF THE NBA

The greatest performance of
O’Neal’s NBA career underlined
his legend
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POSITION: Center
NBA DRAFT: 1969/Round 1/Pick 1
CAREER: Milwaukee Bucks (1969-1975),
Los Angeles Lakers (1975-1989)

Shaquille O’Neal makes a
slam dunk in a playoff game
against the Sacramento
Kings in 2001

O’Neal had a lucrative career
off the basketball court,
releasing a number of hiphop records during his career

S

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar’s incredible statistics are
just a small part of what makes him one of the
NBA’s all-time legends

KAREEM ABDUL-JABBAR

SHAQUILLE O’NEAL

Shaquille O’Neal holds aloft the MVP trophy
and the Larry O’Brien Trophy in June 2000
after beating the Indiana Pacers
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Abdul-Jabbar’s iconic skyhook
earned him and his team
thousands of points over his
20-year NBA career
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icon thanks to his incredible footwork, deft ball handling
and heart-stopping dunks. Put simply, Michael Jordan is to
basketball what the late, great Muhammad Ali was to boxing –
a definitive two-word synonym for the sport.
As testament to this, we’ve gathered together 23 moments
that encapsulate MJ’s dominance of the NBA, along with
five potential challengers to his throne. Records broken,
championships claimed, and legendary status achieved: this is
the momentous history of basketball’s most iconic son.
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